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EHERGY DEMAND IN PORTUGUESE MANUFACTURING: 

A NO-STAGE APPROACH 

INTRODUCTION 

The estimation of energy demand systems hos attrocted considérable 

interest over the post ten years. The energy shocks of the 70's 

provided the original impetus. But even nom that, rightly or 

erongly, energy markets ore perceived to have regained some 

stability, there is still a great deal of interest In on accurote 

estimation of the post important parameters determining the 

economy's response to changes in energy conditions. The economy-

s'ide fluctuations caused by the oil price increoses of the 70's 

no• seem to be a problem of the post. Energy policy houever 

continues to be a motter of concern for many governments. The 

problems of the post decade have exposed the vulnerobilty of 

countries relying too much on o single type of energy input, 

particularly if it is imported; and o consensus has emerged with 

respect to the important long terni effects of significant changes 

in the relative prices of energy inputs. Policy has therefore 

changed focus. Diversification of energy supply is o major goal, 

even when it implies higher costs. And governments leaning tourds 

intervention in energy markets houe concentroted their attention on 

the long run allocative effects of energy prices and on efforts to 

change these. Bath require an accurate knowledge of the 
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determinants of energy demand: the possibility of eubstituting 

other inputs for energy, as •ell as the substitutobility asong 

energy forms are key to the définition of appropriate scenorios for 

long run energy policy. 

Energy demond functions have been estimoted rince long ogo. But it 

mas oniy with the application of duolity resuits to demand theory 

that it became possible to obtain estimates within a rigorous 

fra■ework, consistent with economic theory and compatible 'ah 

precise econometric methods. In the case of the demand for energy 

by the manufacturing sector, the appropriate setting is o ■odel of 

colt minimizotion, 'Rhin which optimal input demande are derived 

from output levels, given the prices of ail factors of production. 

R complete system of input demand equations is obtained, providing 

estimates of ovin and cross price elasticities •hich depend on the 

substitutobility or complementarity among ail factors. 

Since the pioneering work of Berndt and Uood (1975), the estimation 

of ■anufacturing energy demand systems hos made considerable 

progress. The initial contributions of Berndt and Uood consisted in 

applying several innovations simultaneously: 

- the characterization of the technology by the minimum colt 

function, from which input demand functions are derived using 

standard duality resuits; 

- the use of o flexible functional fora, the translog, thereby 

reducing the a priori constroints irposed on the structure of the 

demand systems; 

- the precise définition of seporobility assumptions, justifying 
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the use of oggregate input composites : capital, energy, lobor and 

materiais; 

- the construction of composite price indices •hich are desiroble 

aggregators of individual input prices; 

- the use of econometric estimotors oppropriote for a system of 

equations (Iterative Three Stage Least Squares), plus the 

construction of instrumental variables to replace price series 

which ■ay not be exogenous; 

- the verification of convexity conditions, •hich are not ol•oys 

met •hen a flexible functionol fore is used. 

The recuits of Berndt and Uood remain quite volid todoy, and have 

substantial implications for energy policy. Their soin findings Boy 

be summarized as follo•s: first, energy demand responde 

significantly to price changes; second, and related to the first 

finding, there exist non-negligibie substitution possibilities 

between energy and non-energy inputs; third, there is evidence 

suggesting that energy and capital are compiements rother thon 

substitutes in production. Ail three of these recuits - shich •ouid 

have been difficult or imposible to detect und 	test math the 

previous reduced fora opproach - are quite important for o better 

understanding of the response in the manufacturing sector to 

changes in the relative price of energy inputs. As the authors 

point out, their recuits imply that: energy demand forecasts based 

on simple energy/GNP ratios ought to be dismissed ; policies bosed 

on the subsidization of energy prices •ill undoubtedly stimulate 

demand; the practice of compensating the business sector with tax 
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breaks on profits when energy prices have to go up is in foot 

counterproductive rince it mill ieod to higher energy consumption. 

Since this first contribution, Mich brought to energy demand 

studies o nem and much more carefut •ethodoIogy - in terme of 

theoreticol foundotions und econometric precision - ■ony other 

authors reproduced and improved the opprooch. Along some of the 

mort quoted studies, a reference should be made to the folloming : 

- Griffin and Gregory (1976), estimote demond functions bosed on o 

translog colt function with three inputs - capital, energy and 

labor - using pooled international data; their recuits confire the 

significont value of energy own price elosticity but reject the 

finding of energy-capital complementarity ; the cross-section 

nature of the mode) leods the authors to daim that their estimotes 

reflect botter long terni responses to energy price changes and to 

argue that complementarity pay be observed in the short tern only; 

- Denny, May and Pinto (1978), reproduce the basic findings of 

Berndt and Wood for Canadien manufacturing; introducing onother 

type of flexible functional for■ - the Generalized Leontieff cost 

function - and dropping the assu•ption of homothetic technology, 

this Study obtoins small but significant own price elosticities for 

oll factors of production (capital, lobar, energy and materials), 

confirme capital-energy complementority and presents very large 

values for Allen elosticities of substitution; with these 

estimates, a simulation of the effects of a SU immun in energy 

prices is shoun to have a very mail impact on average or marginal 

colt but te lead te significant substitution omong factors; 
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- Berndt and flood (1979) reconcile alternative estimates of the 

elasticity of substitution between capital and energy and provide 

an explanotion for the seemingly contradictory econometric recuite 

indicoting complementarity, and the engineering euidence in favor 

of substitutobility; orguing for seporability between a composite 

input, consisting of capital and energy, and ail other inputs, they 

show that, if oll other inputs as mell as output are kept constant, 

energy and capital must be substitutes, confirming the engineering 

approach; but that if other inputs ore allowed to vory, the demond 

for the capital-energy composite min fall, and that this ecale 

effect Bay be dominant and lead to overoll complementarity, 

recuit ais° exploined by Hogan (1979); 

- Field and Grebenstein (1980) attempt to shed aditional light on 

the complementarity issue by distinguishing between physical 

capital and working capital; using data from ten sectors of US 

manufacturing, the authors estimate a cross-section state-level 

model and find no evidence of substitutobility between physical 

capital and energy, but also no evidence of compiementarity between 

morking capital and energy. 

Apart from any remaining uncertainty regarding the robustness of 

the energy-capital complementarity findings, these vorious studies 

- and many others along the same liner - consolidated 

methodological approach chich mas to be opplied in different 

aspects of energy demand analysis. If the separability assumptions 

underlying the capital-labor-energy-materials - or KLEI1 - mode! 

moere occepted, it mould be possible to deal independently with the 
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energy submodel - that is, to estimote in o separate model the 

possibilities for inter-energy substitution within the energy 

composite. This problea consists in deriving the deaand functions 

for electricity, coal, gus ond petroleu■ products, given the prices 

of oll these foras of energy und a total amount of energy that the 

manufacturing sector requires. The parameter estimates to be 

obtained from this energy submodel may provide important 

information about the substitutability among these inputs and, when 

combined with the porometers from the sore aggregate model, about 

the omn ond cross price elasticies of demand for eoch fora of 

energy. This sas the opproach follomed in tao well known studies: 

- Holvorsen(1977) estimotes a four-input energy submodel for 

two-digit SIC manufacturing industries in the US; the demand 

equotions ore derived from o translog energy unit-cost fonction and 

are estimoted with cross section state data for 1971; the recuits 

indicote significont differences ocross industries, but in generol 

suggest substantial own price elasticities of demond and 

non-negligibie cross price elasticities; computing elasticities for 

the ■onufacturing aggregate, Halvorsen concludes thot demand for 

each type of energy seuls to be quite price responsive; he then 

combines hic estimates with those of 8erndt and IJood to obtain 

demand elasticities for each energy input allosing for change in 

total energy, which increases mon-price and reduces cross-price 

affects; 

- Griffin (1977) estimates o fuel submodel for the electricity 

generotion industry, using pooled international data; although hic 
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results ore not relevant for comparisons with parameter estimates 

for the manufacturing sector, the methodology is the same: a 

translog model is used to estimote interfuel substitution as a 

function of relative prices, assuming separability with respect to 

capital and lobor inputs. 

Subsequent studies of energy demand cent a step further and linked 

the estimation of the aggregate KLEI1 model to estimation of the 

energy submodel, using the information obtoined from the latter to 

improve the precision of the estimotors in the former. In foct, the 

unit colt function for the aggregate energy input contains ail the 

information relative to the energy technology ehich is necessory to 

obtain on accurate index of the oggregate energy price. Using this 

price insteod of some approximation in the estimation of the 

oggregate model should improve the precision of the resuits. This 

is the approach followed in tuo additional studies of the 

industrial demand for energy: 

-Fus, (1977) estimotes energy demand systems for Canadien 

manufacturing, using pooled data; he justifies the two stage 

procédure - the estimation of o six-input energy submodel and 

subsequently of a four-input aggregate model - on problems of size 

and multicollinearity if no separability ossumptions ore mode and 

o single godet is used; he explains how the normolly used 

Thornquist price index for the oggregate energy input becomes exact 

when it is constructed using the estimates obtoined in the energy 

submodel; and he obtains estimates Mich confire significont m-

ond cross- price elasticities for the energy inputs, evidence of 
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energy-copital complementority, and oen-price elasticity of -.5 for 

aggregate energy shich is not for from the asticotes obtoined for 

US manufacturing by 8erndt and Ilood; he then goes on to simulate 

the impact of substontial energy price increases and indicates that 

his results reflect decreasing marginal rotes of substitution °Dong 

ail inputs, os required by the concavity ossumptions; 

- Pindyck (1979) folloms a very aimilar methodology to estimote 

tua-stage mode! eith pooled onnual international data; his results 

include o return to capital-energy substitutability - as in Griffin 

und Gregory (1976) - perhaps due to the fact that materiols inputs 

are not included in the aggregate Bodel; and evidence of larger 

estimates for the °mn-price elosticity of aggregate energy, but 

»aller for each individual type of energy. 

These vorlous studies of energy demand, plus »any other lens knoun 

exercises leading to similar conclusions, establish a clear-cut 

■ethodology, provide evidence of significant price elosticities of 

desand and leave someshat unresolved the question of capital energy 

cosplementority, •hich accus to be sensitive to aodel specification 

and dota used. These conclusions imply that a careful study of 

energy demand is required before policy issues con be discussed, 

since interfuel, and in generat inter-input 	substitution •i11 

détermine the impact of devisions affecting relative prives; that 

mach a study should use the mort recent methodologicol avances, 

since the precision of the estieutes is crucial for some of the 

most important issues; and that, since a consensus accus to have 

emerged as to the plausible values of the estimoted elasticities, 
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it eould be desirable to obtain similar recuits in other contexte. 

This poper presents the estimation of o teo-stage modal of the 

demand for energy by manufacturing industry in Portugal. Translog 

cost functions ore specified for energy unit cost and total output 

cost; homotheticity is ossumed at both levels. The usuel 

seporobility ossumptions are applied to aggregate inputs into 

capital, labor, energy and materials composites. In the energy 

submodel, only eiectricity, fuel ail and cool are considered, given 

that ail other fuels have negligible shores in total energy. The 

tao ■odels are linked by the price of energy. Estimation proceeds 

mith a Full Information Maximum Likelihood method and onnuol dota. 

The recuits are very encouroging. Both models fit the data quite 

oeil, and the estimates yield elosticity values that do not differ 

substontially-from the consensus referred to above. 

The motivation for the poper hos tao components: first, no study of 

this type mas ever attempted in the case of Portugal, in spite of 

the country's very high dependence on imported energy and 

vulnerabilty to oil price increases; second, a recent effort by the 

Portuguese government to define a National Energy Plant" lad to 

the construction of alternative energy demand scenorios, uhich - in 

spite of considerable assistance from foreign experts - are based 

on the post noive projections, in particular by excluding any price 

responsiveness. It is therefore obvious the a study of this type 

is long overdue; and that its findings may have substantiel policy 

implications. In particulor, the evidence supporting significant 

price elasticity of energy demand may, on one hand, enable Portugal 
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to avoid the demand forecasting errors that no. plogue other 

countries, thus leading ta o more odequate planning of long terra 

energy supply expansion; on the other bond, rechannel energy 

conservation efforts from costly compoigns imposing mandatory 

standards and subsidizing energy saving equipment, towards a more 

efficient approach based on price management, through taxes and the 

eliminotion of subsidies. 

Certainly one of the main reosons 	o study of this type mas not 

ottempted before le the unovoilobity end inadequocy of published 

data. In foct, o very substantiel proportion of the work leading to 

this mer was devoted to the obtention and treatuent of rellable 

data. The data is presented in Appendix 1, together with 

description of ail the sources und of the methods used to obtoin 

the final series used in the estimation. 

Tuo important adventoges of the data used in this paper should be 

pointed out. First, the period covered ends in 1979 end therefore 

includes o certain number of years after the first oil check. The 

semple therefore contains substantiel voriobility in prices, unlike 

mort other studies. It is remarkabie that the goodness of fit 

remains quite acceptable in spite of the drostic changes during the 

semple period. Second, ail energy prices are government controlled 

in Portugal, and therefore do not necessarily reflect changes in 

local demand - and sometimes not euen changes in morld markets. 

Thus, the energy price variables should net be correlated with the 

disturbonces of the demand equations, avoiding the need for 

instruments. This should improve the précision of the estimates. 
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THE MODEL 

The KLEI1 model  

The technology of monufocturing industry is ossumed to be seporoble 

in four composite inputs: copitol(K), labor(L), energy(E) and 

moteriols(M). It is olso ossumed that constant returns to scale 

exist ond that any technologicol progress avili be Hick's neutrol, 

the is, will leoue factor proportions unoltered. The technology 

con therefore be represented by a minimum cost function 

CmG(PK,PLJ PE)PM" 

uhere C is total cost, Y is output and PK, PL, PE ond Pn  are the 

prices of K,L,E and M respectively. To estimote the parameters of 

this cost function, o translog functionol fora is chosen. The cost 

function con be mritten as 

InC a. lHmj + InY + a InPK + at InPL + aE InPE + an InPn 

+ 	1/2 E YKK (InPK )2  YLL (InPL)2  +YEE (InPE)2  + ynn (InP02  ] 

• 	

YKL InPK  InP.L  v + ,KE InPK  InPE + yr'  InPK  In PM + 'LE I nPL 1nPE 

+ 	InPL  InPn  + yEn  1nPE  InPn  

This expression for the tronslog already Incorporates the usual 

symmetry ossumptions, that is yiryi  . 

Using standard duality results, namely Shephard's Lem, the demand 

for each factor of production con be obtoined by differentiating 

the cost function with respect to that factor's price; In the case 
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of the tronslog, logorithaic differentiotion ylelds the shore of 

the factor in total cost. Denoting by OL  the shore of factor 1, 

OK = binGaInPK = aK * YKK 	* YKL InPL + YKE 1nPE * YKI1 len 

OL  = bInGaInPL  = aL + YKL leK + YU lel + 'LE 1nPE * Yin InP11 

OE = toInGaInPE aE + YKE InPK  + 'LE 1nPL + YEE InPE + yEn  InPn 

On  = blanilnPn = an  + yKn InPK +yin InPi + yEn  InPE + ynn  InPn 

These four equations implicitly define a complete system of input 

demand functions, consistent with cost minisizing behavior on the 

part of producers and price taking in factor markets. To meet 

homogeneity constraints, the parameters in these equations should 

still satisfy the folloming equalities: 

aK + al aE an a 1  

YKK * YKL + YKE Yeal m 

YKL + YLL  + YLE  + YLI1 le CI  

YKE + YLE + YEE + l'EH 

YKri Yut YU' • Ynn 

These constraints min have to be imposed during estimation. 

Finaily, given the fiexibility of the tronslog functionol fore, 

there is no guaranty that the estimates •ill correspond to 

monotonie and concave cost function(2). It is therefore necessary 

to verify that these tao conditions ore not violoted. Honotonicity 
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requires that the estimoted shores be oleoys positive, ehich con be 

observed directiy after estimation. There ore a number of methods 

to check for concovity. The •ost obvious eoy is stil, the 

verificotion of the negotive semidefiniteness of the Hessian 

determinont. Houever, since the second derivotives of the translog 

function are not constant, this test hos to be performed for ail 

the observations in the souple. 

The eher9U—Dbledg1 

R similor model is used to study the demond for eoch of the 

individual energy inputs os a function of relative prices, assuming 

that total energy input remains constant. Again, the technology of 

inter energy substitution is represented by o cost function that 

already assumes optimizing behovior on the part of producers. Here, 

the total cost of energy is the minimum level of spending necessory 

to ochieve o certain levet of energy input, given the prices of 

eoch fore of energy. To be able to divide the optimization process 

of producers in tso stages, it is necessary to assume hosotheticity 

of the energy technology: factor proportions within the energy 

composite must be independent of the total amount of energy 

desonded. in this poper, the energy technology is assumed to 

sotisfy constant returns to scale, ehich implies that the unit cost 

of energy does not depend on the total quantity of energy. Thus the 

cost function can be uritten in terme of the unit cost of energy as 

PE = g(Pe) Pf,  Pc) 
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where PE Is the composite price of energy, os in the KLEI1 mode!, 

and Pe, Pf ond Pc  ore the prices of electricity, fuel oll ond cool, 

respectiuely. Again o tronslog functional fore le chosen; it con be 

written os 

InPE = Inpo  + Pe  InPe  + Pf InPf  + Pc  InPc  + 

+ 1/2 [ See  (InPe )2 + sff (InPf)2  . sec  (inpc)2 ] 

+ Sef  InPe  InPf  + Sec  InPe  1nPc  + Sfc  1nPf  InPc  

entre symmetry constroints - Su  = Sil  - are already incorporated. 

logarithmic differentlation of this fonction ylelds the cost shores 

for eoch of the three energy Inputs 

ee Pe 6ee InPe Sef InPf Sec Irec 

Of le  Of 	Sef  InPe  + 8ff InPf + 8fc  1nPc  

Oc Pc  + Sec InPe  + sef  InPf + Sec  InPc  

which define o complete system of demond mictions. 

For the energy submodel, the homogeneity conetrainte are 

Po  Pf 	Pc n 1  

8ee Sef Sec  

Sef 	off 4 8fc g Ci  

8ec 8fc 8CC n 
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uhich •ili ois° houe to be leposed during estimation. 

Finolly, concavity needs to be tested , and the negative 

seeidefiniteness of the Hessian determinant ehould again be 

verified at every point in the semple. 
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ECONOMETRIC ESTIMATION 

Introduction  

The separation of the optimizing behavior of producers in tuo 

stages translates into an estimation procédure plu in tuo stages. 

The energy submodel is estimated first and the parameters of the 

energy unit cost function obtained. with these it becomes possible 

to calculate an exact index for the price of energy - the predicted 

unit cost giuen the prices of each energy input - uhich is required 

for the aggregate KLEM model. Then the oggregate ■odel is 

estimated, in o second stage. 

Econometric estimation requires the introduction of rondo@ 

disturbances in the shore equations of the model. Here these 

disturbances - introduced additively - should be interpreted os 

execution errors in the implementation of optimal décisions. 

The estimates Imre obtained for both models with Full Information 

Maximum Likelihood (FIML) based on the ossumption of a joint normal 

distribution for the disturbances of the estimated equations(3). 

This represents an improvement with respect to previous studies 

•hich normally use on iterative version of 2ellner's Joint 

Generalized Least Squares or Iterative Three Stage Least Squares. 

FIML is the mort efficient of 011 consistent estimators und by 

definition handies completely across-equation restrictions and 

simultaneous equation bics. Furthermore, os is uell known, the 
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condition that the crie shores odd up to one impliee thot the 

disturbances of the shore equations ore lineorly dependent, rince 

they must odd up to zero; therefore, the variance-covorionce matrix 

of the disturbances is singular; to make estimation possible, one 

equation must be dropped; FIML estimation olso assures that the 

results are invariant with respect to the equotion that is dropped. 

It ehould be pointed out that the final results obtoined from the 

maximization of the likelihood function ore eomewhot sensitive to 

the choice of initial guesses. This is due to the limitations of 

the olgorithms avoilable ond the lack of precision of computer 

calculations. The initial guesses should therefore be chosen with 

great core. The method used here consiste in obtoining preliminary 

estimotes with Ordinory Least Squares to be used as guesses, and if 

necessary modifying there to improve the fit - as meosured by the 

log of the likelihood function - without endangering concouity. 

Both models are estimated with annual dato(4). The semple used for 

the energy submodel covers only the period 1970-1979, for lock of 

quantity dota for previous years. Since ter) equations are used, and 

given the constroints imposed on the parameters, there ore fifteen 

degrees of freedom. The parameters of this function are then used 

to compute the price of energy for the aggregate KLEI1 ■odel. Since 

there is relioble data on energy prices, a series con be 

constructed for years not included in the energy semple. 

The KLEI1 mode) is estimated with data for the years 1959-1978. 

There equations are fitted and, given the constraints, only nive 

independent parameters are to be estimated. There are therefore 
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forty-eight degrees of freedom. 

The construction of the data is presented in Appendix 1. 

Estimation of the energy_pubmodel  

Parameter estimates, standard deviations and t-statistics for the 

Table 1  

Estimates for the Energalenie 

Estimated 	Standard 

Coefficient 	Ualue 	Deviation 	t-Statistic 

P. 
Pf 

Pc  
See 

Sef 

Sec 

Sff 

Sfc 

Scc 

0.0241980 	20.9616 0.507231 

0.337266 

0.155503 

0.111599 

-0.168078 

0.056479 

0.199335 

-0.025275 

-0.031204 

0.0243663 

0.0141058 

0.0455041 

0.0551672 

0.0400550 

0.0973246 

0.0348370 

0.0500796 

13.8415 

11.0240 

2.45250 

-3.04670 

1.41003 

1.98668 

-0.72552 

-0.53726 

energy submodel are presented in Table 1. Some key statistics for 

each equation are presented in Table 2. Since only the electricity 
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and fuel oll equotions mem estiaated, the values corresponding to 

the cool equotion moere obtained from the others. 

Table 2  

KILIkelebILALIblitermiMmaLlmelaull 

Equotion 	R2 	Durbin-Uatson 

Electricity 0.9876 0.210 

Fuel 	Oil 0.9549 0.065 

Coal 0.9594 0.665 

The estinates obtoined are quite encouraging. In porticulor, the 

loi standard errors for the estimated coefficients indicate a level 

of precision which is seldom found in studios of this nature. Rs 

consequence, most of the t-statistics are quite acceptable, 

justifying the effort to estimote a flexible functionol fore. 

Similarly, the 'masures of goodness of fit are els° unusually high. 

The single negative aspect in this brief discussion of the 

estimotes is the vert' low value for the Durbin-Uotson stotistics -

o recuit •hich is not uncommon in this type of study. A d'oser look 

ut the residuals seems to indicote that this is evidence more of 

specification problems thon of serial correlation in the error 

terme. Three explanotions con be suggested for this recuit: the 

possible existence of biased technological progress, uhich is not 

contemploted in the shore équations estimated here; the impact of 
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odjustment costs, leading to systemotic deviation from the shores 

predicted by o stotic mode! - on explonotion which is not quite 

compatible with the ossumption of seporability between energy ond 

capital; or the lock of homotheticity in the energy submodel - 
which mould rule out the two stage optimization procedure oseumed 

throughout this paper. Any of these hypotheses requires further 

investigation uhich is beyond the scope of this poper, and which 

may only be possible in the future os more dota points become 

ovailable. 

The occeptobility of the estimates obtained depends els° on the 

verification of the regularity conditions required by the colt 

function. Monotonicity translates, in the case of the translog, 

into the requirement that ail predicted shore, be positive, This is 

verified at every point in the souple. Concavity con be verified by 

the negative semidefiniteness of the Hession determinant, which in 

this cose is checked by computing ail the minore for every year. 

These must alternate in sign - or vanish 	starting with negative 

for the ■inor of order one. The Hessians themselvee are zero, given 

the linear homogeneity assumptions. The first minore are all 

negative and the second ones are ail positive. The estimoted colt 

function is therefore concave for every compte point. (flore 

detailed estimation results are presented in Appendix 2). 

Finolly, it may be appropriate ta test whether a simpler 

specification 'muid be sufficient to explain the behovior of energy 

demande. It is common in studies of factor demande based on the 

translog to find that the Cobb-Douglos specification conne be 
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rejected. To check this frequent recuit in the case of the mode! 

presented here, o likelihood ratio test is used. The model is 

estimated again, under the constraint that oll second order 

parameters be zero - uhich tronsforas the tronslog into o 

Cobb-Douglas. The log of the likelihood function le computed with 

und without there odditional constraints: the double of the 

difference between the tu° values le distributed os a )(2  with K 

degrees of freedom, where K is the number of additional constraints 

imposed - in this case 3. The value obtalned le 7.657, Mich le 

very close to the criticol value leading to the rejection of the 

Cobb-Douglas specification at a level of significance of 0.05. This 

mas naturally expected, glven the values of the t-stotistics 

associated with the second order coefficients, indicoting that mort 

are significontly different from zero. 
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The KLEM Bodel  

The oggregate KLEI1 model con only be estimated after the recuits 

for the energy submodel ore available. The energy unit colt 

function is used to obtain on energy price index which becomes on 

instrument in the estimation of the aggregate model. (This index is 

presented in Appendix 2). 

Porometer estimates, standard déviations and t-statistics ore 

presented in Table 3. Again, only the capital, labor and energy 

equotions Imre estimated; the parameters of the aaterials equotion 

moere obtoined from the constroints ocross equotions. 

Additional statistics relative to the equations in the KLEM model 

are presented in Table 4. 

Although not os exceptionai os those of the energy submodel, the 

recuits of the estimation ore still quite good. Among the sang 

preuious studies of this type, it is rare to find such goodness of 

fit, and 'urger standard errors are quite camion. The quality of 

these recuits ■ay be due to the use of FiML, or to the better 

quality of the data Mich contains substantially more price 

voriability thon chat cas usuolly the case in most of the pre-1971 

semples. Again, Durbin-Watson statistics provide the most 

significont negatiue point. As in the energy submodel, the 

residuals suggest more thon o simple problem of serial correlation 

in the error terras. Biased technological progress, adjustment costs 

or lack of homotheticity may be useful leods in odditional research 

to correct this finding. 



Tobie 3  

istimatee for the KLEM Ilodel  

Coefficient 

Estiaated 

Ualue 

Standard 

Deuiation t-Stotistics 

ak  0.418681 0.0302516 13.83990 

al 0.231596 0.0234378 9.88128 

aE 0.056779 0.0043697 12.99390 

an  0.292945 0.0317585 9.22415 

YKK -0.177740 0.1422520 -1.24947 

lin -0.030100 0.1053250 -0.28578 

VKE 0.004001 0.0312615 0.12800 

YK0 0.203838 0.0397806 5.12404 

YLL 0.155757 0.1046100 1.48893 

YLE -0.011739 0.0167312 -0.70163 

YL0 -0.113918 0.0919174 1.23935 

YEE -0.018303 0.0144296 -1.26841 

YEil 0.026040 0.0300416 0.86680 

Yt1t1 -0.115960 0.1307012 0.88721 
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Table 4  

KÇY...511.LUILLÇLÉ:itgmELSbRLYALIDreil 

Equation R2  Durbin-Uateon 

Capital 0.979 0.489 

Labor 0.919 0.104 

Energy 0.986 0.668 

haterials 0.937 0.055 

The regularity conditions that the colt function must meet moere 

verified at every semple point. Monotonicity is ossured by the 

positive values of predicted shores every year. Computation of the 

minors of the Hessian determinant for every year as men, showed 

that they alternate in sign, starting eith negative, while the 

Hessians themselves vanish. This is exactly "that is required for 

concavity under constant returns to scale.(Appendix 2 contains the 

relevant detail about the estimation of the KLEII model). 

Finally, the Iikelihood ratio test does not alto. the rejection of 

the Cobb-Douglas spécification. In spite of the significance of the 

second order parameters, and euen though many elasticities of 

substitution are different from 1, the simpler spécification connot 

be rejected at the 1% or euen the 5% level of significance. 

24 
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ANALYSYS OF THE RESULTS 

Introduction  

The estimotes obtoined for both models houe significant 

implications which eill nom be discussed. The adequacy of the 

tronslog specificotion implies that the Allen elasticitles of 

substitution are mot constant and mou take any values. Own and 

cross price elosticities of demand con also take any values, spart 

from sign restrictions. The magnitude and sign of mony of there 

elosticities have significant consequences for energy policy, and 

should therefore be calculoted and presented. 

Since the tem models mere estimated separately, the Allen 

elasticities of substitution and the price elasticities of demand 

min also be presented separately; it is homever important to 

compute the price elosticities of the demond for energy ',hen total 

energy input is ollowed to vary; this requires the use of 

information from both models. 

Using Uzawa's oeil knomn resultt5), Allen elasticities of 

substitution con be obtoined from the colt function as 

aii  = C C.. / C. C. 1.1 	I 	j 

where v i j  le the elasticity of substitution betseen factors l and 

j, Ci denotes the first derivative, Wtopi,  and Cij the second 
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derluatlue, 2Cap.O.. ln the case of the translog there become I 	j  

[ X ii • e.12  - ei 	/ 6.2  

and 

aii 	[ X j + O. Gj  ] / O. O. j 

uhere 	is the second order porometer ossociated with the prices 

of the tom factors of production i and j, and 01  is as before the 

cost shore of factor i. 

Oen and cross price elasticities of demand con be obtained directly 

from the Allen elasticities of substitution and the cost shores. If 

Elj  is the elasticity of demand of factor i with respect to the 

price of factor j, it con be obtained from 

Elig 0.1 alj  

Thus, euen though the Allen elosticities of substitution are 

symeetric, the cross price elasticities need net be. 

it is important to point out that the elasticities computed for 

each mode' assume that output, remoins constant. Thus, Eu 

describes the change in the demand for capital ehen the price of 

energy changes, assuming that total output, as oeil as the prices 

of inputs other thon energy, remains constant; similorly, Efe 
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describes the change in the deaand for fuel ail when the price of 

electricity increases, ossuming that the total asount of energy 

input, as mei, as the prices of other fuels, remains constant. It 

may be of interest to compute the elasticities for the energy 

subaodel, allowing for changes in total energy input. As the price 

of one fora of energy increases, the composite price for the energy 

oggregate mIll go up, and given the price elostIcity EEE in the 

KLEM model, total energy input will foll. Therefore, the global own 

price elosticity of demand is larger in absolute value thon the 

elosticity in the energy subaodel; on the other hand, cross price 

elasticities, 'hen they ore positive, min be louer if total energy 

input is ollowed to vory. Similarly, the Allen elasticities of 

substitution in the energy submodel do not reflect appropriately 

the substitutability or complesentarity among energy inputs; if 

total energy input is allowed to change, the demand for a certain 

type of fuel may foll when the price of onother increases, even 

though within the energy submodel they may be termed substitutes, 

given o positive Allen elasticity of substitution. 

The relationship betmeen there elasticities is given by 

E.. = E.
j 	®j EEE 

where E1 is the total elasticity of the demand for fuel i when the 

price of fuel j changes and total energy input changes, Ei i is the 

same price elasticity but without allowing for changes in total 

energy - that is, the partial elosticity within the energy submodel 
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-, O. is the shore of fuel j ln total energy cost, os before, and .1  

EEE is the own price elasticity of energy demand in the 'MM Bodel. 

Thus, even though two foras of energy may be substitutes within the 

energy subsodel (Eii >0), if the shore of j in energy 10i is large 

or the elasticity of demand for energy in the KLEM mode! EEE is 

high (in absolute value), the final outcome Ray be a foll in the 

demand for i when the price of j increases (Eii<O), that is, 

complementarity. 

The elasticities of substitution and own and cross price 

elasticities of demand mil! be presented for each mode!, followed 

by global elasticities of demand for energy inputs. 

flosticities in the KLEM mode!  

Since the value of the elasticities depends on the shores, it is 

clear that it mill not be constant; Allen elasticities of 

substitution and price elasticities of demand were computed for 

every point in the sample. They are presented in Tables 5, 6, 7. 

The most striking recuit among the elasticities of substitution 

presented is the evidence of significant substitutobility between 

energy and capital. Other elasticities do not suggest any 

surprises. Rn elasticity of substitution beteeen capital and labor 

of around 0.7 folle within the bounds obtained in similar studies 
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Allen Elosticities  of Substitution for the KLEM Model  

4" c/KL uKE 0KI1 °LE aL11 aErl 

1960 0.687 1.152 2.623 0.038 -0.957 2.633 

1961 0.686 1.157 2.629 0.067 -0.845 2.586 

1962 0.686 1.165 2.636 0.076 -0.739 2.578 

1963 0.690 1.168 2.662 0.107 -0.679 2.565 

1964 0.695 1.166 2.692 0.137 -0.678 2.571 

1965 0.703 1.166 2.744 0.182 -0.639 2.574 

1966 0.704 1.158 2.755 0.205 -0.684 2.545 

1967 0.697 1.167 2.754 0.222 -0.558 2.474 

1968 0.688 1.177 2.751 0.225 -0.460 2.424 

1969 0.692 1.170 2.569 0.248 -0.493 2.417 

1970 0.702 1.177 2.862 0.295 -0.411 2.446 

1971 0.708 1.192 2.853 0.342 -0.299 2.468 

1972 0.715 1.195 3.094 0.384 -0.259 2.481 

1973 0.720 1.190 3.139 0.407 -0.273 2.483 

1974 0.731 1.213 3.388 0.442 -0.190 2.625 

1975 0.711 1.254 3.495 0.440 -0.050 2.584 

1976 0.688 1.291 3.635 0.446 0.044 2.533 

1977 0.617 1.324 3.596 0.435 0.137 2.255 

1978 0.494 1.405 3.836 0.422 0.228 2.062 
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Table 6  

Own Price Elasticities of Demand for the KLEM Mode!  

Year EKK ELL EEE EMM 

1960 -0.935 -0.051 -1.259 -1.145 

1961 -0.962 -0.066 -1.259 -1.124 

1962 -0.988 -0.082 -1.267 -1.106 

1963 -1.006 -0.096 -1.266 -1.103 

1964 -1.006 -0.104 -1.260 -1.115 

1965 -1.018 -0.120 -1.255 -1.127 

1966 -1.007 -0.117 -1.241 -1.139 

1967 -1.050 -0.127 -1.243 -1.103 

1968 -1.089 -0.133 -1.248 -1.071 

1969 -1.078 -0.133 -1.237 -1.087 

1970 -1.110 -0.156 -1.239 -1.097 

1971 -1.163 -0.178 -1.244 -1.097 

1972 -1.190 -0.189 -1.240 -1.113 

1973 -1.187 -0.192 -1.231 -1.130 

1974 -1.246 -0.206 -1.249 -1.159 

1975 -1.355 -0.209 -1.268 -1.105 

1976 -1.460 -0.210 -1.277 -1.066 

1977 -1.606 -0.208 -1.263 -0.956 

1978 -1.874 -0.205 -1.257 -0.852 
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Table 7  

Cross Price Elosticities of De*and for the KLEM Mode!  

Ye" EL EKE CO ELK ELE EU EEK en En £MK EN_ EME 

1960 0.14 0.07 0.72 0.31 0.00 -0.26 0.53 0.01 0.73 1.19 -0.20 0.15 

1961 0.15 0.07 0.71 0.30 0,00 -0.24 0.51 0.02 0.73 1.16 -0.18 0.15 

1962 0.15 0.07 0.77 0.29 0.00 -0.22 0.50 0.02 0.71 1.13 -0.17 0.15 

1963 0.16 0.07 0.78 0.29 0.01 -0.20 0.50 0.03 0.71 1.12 -0.16 0.15 

1964 0.16 0.07 0.77 0.29 0.01 -0.20 0.49 0.03 0.74 1.13 -0.16 0.15 

1965 0.17 0.07 0.78 0.29 0.01 -0.18 0.48 0.05 0.73 1.13 -0.16 0.15 

1966 0.17 0.07 0.77 0.29 0.01 -0.19 0.48 0.05 0.71 1.15 -0.17 0.15 

1967 0.17 0.07 0.81 0.28 0.01 -0.16 0.46 0.06 0.72 1.09 -0.14 0.15 

1968 0.17 0.07 0.84 0.26 0,01 -0.14 0.45 0.06 0.74 1.04 -0.12 0.14 

1969 0.18 0.07 0.83 0.27 0.02 -0.15 0.45 0.06 0.73 1.06 -0.12 0.15 

1970 0.19 0.07 0.85 0.26 0.02 -0.12 0.44 0.08 0.72 1.06 -0.11 0.15 

1971 0.21 0.07 0.88 0.25 0.02 -0.09 0.41 0.10 0.73 1.04 -0.090.15 

1972 0.22 0.07 0.89 0.24 0.02 -0.07 0.40 0.12 0.72 1.04 -0.08 0.15 

1973 0.23 0.07 0.88 0.24 0.02 -0.08 0.40 0.13 0.70 1.06 -0.09 0.15 

1974 0.26 0.07 0.91 0.23 0.03 -0.05 0.38 0.16 0.71 1.07 -0.07 0.16 

1975 0.26 0.07 1.02 0.20 0.02 -0.01 0.35 0.16 0.75 0.98 -0.02 0.15 

1976 0.26 0.07 1.12 0.17 0.02 -0.01 0.32 0.17 0.78 0.91 0.02 0.14 

1977 0.22 0.08 1.30 0.13 0.02 -0.05 0.29 0.16 0.82 0.78 0.05 0.13 

1978 0.17 0.08 1.62 0.08 0.02 -0.10 0.24 0.15 0.87 0.65 0.08 0.12 

for mony other countries, using flexible functionol forms. Labor 

end energy are substitutes olthough moderotely os in mort other 
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countries. Complementarity betmeen labor and eaterials is not 

shocking. 

The value of the elosticity of substitution betmeen capital and 

energy does net leave any doubt os to the substitutability of there 

tao inputs. It seems therefore that the recuits obtoined by Berndt 

and Wood for the US or by Denny, May and Pinto for Canada do not 

apply in the case of Portugal. On the other bond, the studies of 

Griffin and Gregory and of Pindyck, covering varions countries, 

obtoined elasticities of substitution betmeen capital and labor 

that do not Biffer significantly from the values obtained here. in 

Boite of Berndt and Woods article reconciling and expiaining 

alternative estimates for this elasticity of substitution, the 

controversy around its value is not completely dead. 

Two explanations for the high substitutobility betmeen energy and 

capital con be given for the case of Portugal, riions the lines of 

previous research: folloming Griffin and Gregory, who argue that 

capital energy complementarity is only a short tern phenomenon, 

that surfaces in time series studies because of the small 

variability of prices typical of those studies, it can be pointed 

out that the sample used for this paper includes substantiol 

variation in relative prices and covers a period of very fast 

growth in output - and very high levels of investment in Portuguese 

manufacturing 	ail of which muid induce farter adjustment thon 

what is found in studies for the US or Canada. Olternatively, the 

explanation provided by Field and Grebenstein aise opplies in the 

case of this study: the capital share includes expenses with ail 
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types of capital - the distinction between fixed and •orking 

capital is not mode. if, as those tua authors argue, •orking 

capital is a gond substituts for energy @hile fixed capital is 

complement, thon the foct that both are Jumped together may explain 

why the final result indicates substitutobility. There is no dota 

et this point that would permit a botter onolisys of this issue. 

Berndt .and Wood argue that a positive elasticity of substitution 

between capital and labor hos been obtained only in studies that do 

not explicitly consider ■aterials inputs; and that it is not 

impossible to houe substitutability in o KLE model, that becomes 

complementority when ■aterials are added in a nonseparoble any. In 

the case of this study, materials are included as in the work of 

Berndt and Wood, but with an important correction: the shore of 

materials exciudes those inputs that cone from the industry itself, 

as exploined in Rppendix 1. It is however hard to tell whether the 

lack of this correction in other studies bisses their estimates of 

the elasticities of substitution in any predictable way. 

The recuits obtained for own price elasticities of demand are quite 

revealing. Labor seems to be the only factor shose demand is 

somewhat inelastic. Rlthough it doubles during the sample period, 

the elasticity of the demand for labor recoins rather low (between 

-0.1 and -0.2). For the other factors of production, on the 

contrary, demand seems quite elastic. The elasticity of the demand 

for capital increases throughout the sample period und romains 

°boue 1 in absolute value Similarly, the demand for materials is 

also foirly elastic, rince the elasticity stays around -1, which is 
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not os implausible os it may appear given that only materials 

originating outside of manufacturing ore considered. 

The ■ost significont result obtained is the high value of the own 

price elasticity of demand for energy. It remoins et about -1.25 

for the obole souple period, a value that mas quite robust ocross 

the many estimations perforaed in the seorch for the best fit. This 

is considerably higher thon the value obtained in other studies, 

which, although significantly different from zero, does not quite 

iuply such an elastic demand for energy. The main explanotion for 

this recuit is likely to be the same os for the substitutability 

betueen energy and capital: given the substantial changes in 

relative prices obserued and the fast rate of growth of output, the 

responses to price changes captured by the values of the 

elosticities are probably d'oser to long tern responses thon What 

hos been obtained in other studies. The implications are very 

clear: any change in the relative price of energy 'Ill houe a very 

substantial impact on its demand, due to the possibility of 

substituting other factors of production for energy. 

The values for the cross price elasticities of demand folio• the 

pattern of the elosticities of substitution. It is houever clear 

that, giuen the suait shore of energy in total cost, the impact of 

an increase in the price of energy on the demand for capital is 

rather 	In the case of the desond for lober, changes in 

energy prices have o virtually negligible impact. The price of 

capital hos a more visible affect on the demand for energy; lober 

prices have some affect, but much fess thon capital prices. 
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losticities for the Energy Subgodel  

Tables 8, 9 and 10 display the elasticities of substitution, the 

ovin price elasticities and the cross price elosticities of demand, 

respectively, for the energy submodel. 

Tele 8 

Allen Elasticities of Substitution for the Energy Submodel 

Yeor 	aef 	aec 	afc 

1970 0.0175 1.7161 0.5181 

1971 0.0041 1.7068 0.4611 

1972 0.0005 1.6977 0.4786 

1973 0.0021 1.7042 0.4608 

1974 0.1177 1.9580 0.4884 

1975 0.1024 1.9008 0.4761 

1976 0.1431 2.1687 0.5167 

1977 0.1355 2.1643 0.5363 

1978 0.1413 2.2509 0.5320 

1979 0.1411 2.3682 0.5342 

The positive sign of ail elosticities of substitution indicates 

that oll forms of energy are substitutes of each other, as 

expected. Homever, it is clear that the possibilities of 

substituting electricity for fuel oit are rather restricted. Cool 

seems to be a better substituts for electricity thon for fuel oit, 
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a somewhot surprising result Mich Bay be due to the li.ited use of 

coal in Portuguese manufacturing. The general increase in the 

elosticities of substitution during the semple period is 

consequence of the significant relative price change. As oil and 

cool prices ment up, producers m'oued along the isoquants towards 

points uhere the substitution posibilities increased »Bechet. The 

changes in the values of these elasticities und the sugnificant 

differences among them are oddtional evidence of the odvantages of 

using a flexible functional fore. If o more rigid structure had 

been imposed, none of these results mould have been detected. 

Table 9  

Oun Price Elosticities of Demand for the Energy Submodel  

Year Eee Eff E cc 

1970 -0.2728 -0.0894 -1.0452 

1971 -0.2556 -0.0709 -1.0603 

1972 -0.2595 -0.0733 -1.0515 

1973 -0.2553 -0.0700 -1.0595 

1974 -0.2891 -0.1165 -1.1287 

1975 -0.2805 -0.1110 -1.1184 

1976 -0.3121 -0.1196 -1.1614 

1977 -0.3157 -0.1189 -1.1510 

1978 -0.3196 -0.1165 -1.1680 

1979 -0.3249 -0.1116 -1.1847 
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Omn price elasticities are ail negative, as they should, but rather 

smoll in absolute volue. This le o conséquence of the lom values 

for the elasticities of substitution. As the price of one fuel goes 

up, if total energy input remoins constant and the possibility of 

substituting this fuel by onother one is Iimited, the demand must 

not decrease very much. Still, even keeping energy constant, own 

price elasticities are far from zero: the effect of price increases 

on desand must not be neglected. 

Table 10  

Cross Price Elasticities of Demand for the Energy  Submodel  

Year Eef Eec  Efe  Efc Ece Ecf 

1970 0.0059 0.2668 0.0089 0.0805 0.8704 0.1747 

1971 0.0013 0.2543 0.0022 0.0687 0.9152 0.1451 

1972 0.0001 0.2593 0.0002 0.0731 0.8996 0.1519 

1973 0.0007 0.2546 0.0011 0.0688 0.9149 0.1446 

1974 0.0470 0.2421 0.0561 0.0604 0.9336 0.1951 

1975 0.0389 0.2416 0.0505 0.0605 0.9377 0.1807 

1976 0.0660 0.2462 0.0609 0.0586 0.9233 0.2381 

1977 0.0633 0.2524 0.0564 0.0625 0.9003 0.2506 

1978 0.0684 0.2512 0.0572 0.0594 0.9106 0.2574 

1979 0.0716 0.2534 0.0541 0.0571 0.9137 0.2709 
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Similarly, cross price elasticities are quite small, especiolly 

betmeen electricity and oll. R doubling of the cil price min 

induce an icrease in the consumption of electricity of only 6 to 

?X, in the final years of the semple. Since oen and cross price 

elasticities must odd up to zero, this is again e reflection of the 

small absolute value of the former. 

Global Elasticities of the Demand for Energy 

Tables 11 and 12 present Dun and cross price elasticities of demand 

for each energy fore, ehen total energy input is alloeed to vary, 

but total manufacturing output remains fixed. 

These are the most important recuits for policy purposes, from 

tao stage Bodel. In fact, under the assumption that, given the 

»ail shore of energy in total output cost, an increase in energy 

prices mil! not affect substantially the level of output, the 

response of monufacturing with respect to the demand for eoch type 

of energy is given by these elasticities. They incorporote, os 

discussed above, the substitution of the nom more expensive foret of 

energy by alternative energy sources, plus the possibly more 

intensive use of other inputs to replace energy. 

The values obtoined are neces3orily higher for oen price elosti- 
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Table 11  

Global Own Price Elosticities of the Oemand for Energy 

Year Eee Eff E cc 

1970 -0.901 -0.507 -1.238 

1971 -0.923 -0.463 -1.241 

1972 -0.916 -0.467 -1.243 

1973 -0.916 -0.456 -1.243 

1974 -0.885 -0.616 -1.283 

1975 -0.906 -0.593 -1.280 

1976 -0.856 -0.708 -1.306 

1977 -0.841 -0.709 -1.298 

1978 -0.828 -0.725 -1.308 

1979 -0.810 -0.749 -1.319 

cities thon those obtoined in the energy submodel. They indicate 

that fuel is the least elastic, or price responsive, of ail sources 

of energy; that the demand for electricity is still foirly 

inelastic; and that cool is the only fuel which responds more thon 

proportionotely to a price increose. ln any case, and for all three 

sources of energy, global price elosticities of demand are 

sufficiently large to imply the rejection of any method of energy 

anolysis, demand forecosting or policy simulation, ehich does not 

include the impact of prices on demand. 

Global cross price elasticities of demand are negative, math the 
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Table 12  

Global Cross Price Elasticities of the Demand for Energy 

Year Eef Eec 	Efe  Efc  Ece  Ecf 

1970 -0.412 0.074 	-0.620 -0.112 0.241 -0.243 

1971 -0.390 0.069 	-0.665 -0.117 0.248 -0.247 

1972 -0.393 0.070 	-0.657 -0.116 0.242 -0.242 

1973 -0.386 0.071 	-0.660 -0.115 0.254 -0.242 

1974 -0.452 0.088 	-0.539 -0.094 0.338 -0.304 

1975 -0.443 0.080 	-0.575 -0.101 0.312 -0.301 

1976 -0.523 0.101 	-0.483 -0.086 0.379 -0.351 

1977 -0.527 0.105 	-0.469 -0.085 0.375 -0.340 

1978 -0.540 0.111 	-0.451 -0.081 0.402 -0.351 

1979 -0.566 0.119 	-0.430 -0.077 0.429 -0.367 

exception 	of those involving 	cool 	and 	electricity. 	This 	is 	a 

consequence of the high value of the oen price elasticity of demand 

for energy in the aggregate model, combined with the seuil positive 

cross price elasticities in the energy submodel. The interpretation 

is that, when the price of fuel, for example, increases, the 

limited substitutability with electricity or cool implies that the 

price of the energy composite increases considerably; this induces 

producers to try and reduce total energy input by using ■ore 

intensively capital, lober and materials; the réduction in energy 

input translates into louer demand for electricity and coal, as 
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'Dell as fuel; and this =ale effect is more Important thon the 

incentive te use electricity or cool more intensively as a 

substituts for fuel. 

Brief International Comporison of Estlmoted Elosticities 

It is nos possible to attempt a systematic comparison of the 

recuits obtained in this study with those of similor studies for 

other countries. The comparisons ore net oluays entirely valid: the 

other studies referred to use data from different years; the 

definition of the variables is not exactly the same; in mort 

countries other sources of energy are aiseimportant; etc. However, 

•ith this qualification, the comparison can still provide 

interesting insights, by highlighting différences and similarities. 

The first recuits to be compared are the Allen partial elasticities 

of substitution in the KLEM model. They are displayed in Table 13. 

It is cleor from this table that the recuits obtained in this study 

are much Gloser to those of the international studies of Griffin 

and Gregory, and Pindyck, thon to those obtained for the U.S. or 

Canada atone. The elasticity of substitution betmeen capital and 

Tabor fouis betseen the values obtained in each of those 

international studies. 	Energy and Capital seem to be more 

substitutable in Portugal thon the average of the nive or ten 

countries reported by Griffin and Gregory and by Pindyck; lobar and 

energy, on the other hand, display a ■uch louer elosticity of 

substitution in Portugal. The recuits of Berndt and Wood for the 
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Table 13  

Comparison of Rlien Elasticities of Substitution in the KLEM Model  

(1) 

Portugal 

(2) 

U.S. 

(3)* 

Intern. 

(4) 

Canada 

(5)* 

intern. 

GKL 0.68 1.01 0.39 4.7 0.84 

GKE 1.24 -3.25 1.04 -10.6 0.80 

aKm  3.12 0.54 na -0.97 na 

eu 0'37 0.64 0.83 4.27 0.96 

aLm  -0.08 0.59 na 0.40 na 

aEm  2.38 0.75 na 0.11 na 

Notes:  

* : KLE model, materials not included. 

na  : not applicable. 

(1) - This study (elasticities at the ■eans of the exogenous 

variables) 

(2) - Berndt and Uood (1975) - (averages of flue years) 

(3) - Griffin and Gregory (1976) - (averages of 9 countries) 

(4) - Denny, May and Pinto (1978) - (averages of 4 years) 

(5) - Pindyck (1979) - (averages of 10 countries) 



Table 14  

emparison of Prjce Elosti_Otlee in the KLEM Model  

(1) 

Portugal 

(2) 

U.S. 

(3)* 

Intern. 

(4) 

Canada 

(5)* 

Intern. 

(6) 

Canada 

EKK -1.31 -0.48 -0.35 -0.19 -0.46 -0.76 

eKL 0.22 0.28 0.22 na na 0.20 

EKE 0.07 -0.15 0.13 no no -0.004 

Co 1.02 0.34 na no na 0.57 

ELK 0.20 0.06 0.12 no na 0.20 

ELL -0.19 -0.46 -0.23 -0.62 -0.43 -0.49 

ELE 0.02 0.03 0.11 na na 0.04 

ELm -0.02 0.37 na na na 0.25 

EEK 0.36 -0.17 0.31 na na -0.05 

EEL 0.12 0.18 0.48 na na 0.55 

EEE -1.26 -0.47 -0.79 -0.49 -0.84 -0.49 

EEm 0.78 0.47 na na na -0.02 

EMK 0.92 0.03 na no na 0.25 

Eml.  -0.02 0.16 na na na 0.11 

EME 0.14 0.03 na no na 0.00 

Enm  -1.03 -0.22 na -0.04 na -0.36 

Notes:  eee next page 
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U.S. and of Denny, May and Pinto for Canada connot be reproduced in 

Portugal. The main differences are the complementority betueen 

energy and capital mhich those tao studies houe found, plus the 

significontly different values of the elasticities involving 

materials; this latter discreponcy moy be due to the fact that in 

this study moterials input has been defined ta include only those 

not originating in manufacturing, •hich seems to be more 

appropriate for the type of model used in there popers. 

B second comparison is based on the price elosticities of the KLEII 

model. This comparison, as disployed in Table 14, includes olso the 

recuits of Fuse for Canada. The ■ost striking conclusion from this 

comparison seems to be that oun-price elosticities of demand are 

Notes (Table 1411 

* : KLE ■odel, moterials not included. 

na  : not avouable or not applicable. 

(1) - This study (elosticities at the meus of the exogenous 

variables) 

(2) - Bendt and Wood (1975) - (overages of 5 yeors) 

(3) - Griffin and Gregory (1976) - (averages of 9 countries) 

(4) - Denny, May and Pinto (1978) - (averages of 5 years) 

(5) - Pindyck (1979) - (average of 10 countries) 

(6) - Fuse (1977) - (elosticities nt the meons of the exogenous 

variables) 
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higher in Portugal thon in other countries, with the remorkable 

exception of lober. The elosticities of the demand for capital, 

energy and materials ore higher thon the highest values obtoined in 

all other studies. In the case of lobor, however, the oen-price 

elasticity, although not for from the value obtoined by Griffin and 

Gregory, is still beloe the figure for any other country. Cross 

price elasticities reflect the values of the Allen elasticities of 

substitution: there are no surprising values. It should be 

emphasized though that energy prices seem to have o uery s'ail 

impact on the demonds for capital or lober. Finolly, the 

cross-price elasticities between capital and lober are net for from 

the values obtoined in Qu'est ail the other studies. 
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R similor comparison of elosticity estimates should aise be made 

for the energy submodel. Here it is possible to include some 

addition°, studios covering countries ehich are not os developed as 

those mentioned in the above comparisons. Estimates obtained for 

Indic and Korea provide o comparison with countries in a state of 

development below or similor to that of Portugal. Houever, it 

should be pointed out again that these comparisons are not 

completely valid since the sources of energy considered in each 

eudy are not always the same. The elasticity estimates relevant 

for comparison with those obtained for Portugal are presented in 

Table 15. 

The comparison shows that the estimates obtoined for Portugal ore 

not far from those usually found in other countries. Most of the 

values for Portuguese elasticities in the energy submodel fall in 

the interval of values for other countries. R Gloser look shows 

that mon price elasticities do not diverge very ■uch, with the 

possible exception of ail. For this fuel, the price elasticities 

obtained for the U.S. and for Canada are significantly larger thon 

What is common in other countries. Clearly the structure of energy 

demand in North America is sufficiently different to explain the 

finding of a rather different - and more elastic - response of ail 

demand to as price. Electricity demand seems to be the least 

elastic, 'hile coal demand shows erong price responsiveness. 

Cross price elosticities do not disploy significant discreponcies 

ocross countries, in the studios quoted here. Besicles, the lack of 

ualidity of these comporisons is particularly pressing in the case 



Table 15  

Çomparison of Price Elasticities in the Energyjeugftl 

(1) 	(2) 	(3)* 	(4) 	(5) 	(6)* 

Portugal U.S. lntern. Indic Korea Canada 

eee -0.30 -0.66 -0.12 -0.14 -0.05 -0.52 

eef 0.06 0.30 0.06 0.09 0.18 0.27 

EOC 0.25 0.09 0.12 0.10 0.68 0.09 

Efe  0.06 1.27 0.17 0.12 0.11 0.77 

Eff  -0.12 -2.75 -0.35 -0.09 -0.30 -1.22 

Efc  0.06 0.69 0.35 0.15 0.19 0.30 

ece 0.90 0.31 0.27 0.16 0.83 0.27 

ecf 0.23 0.74 0.38 0.13 0.39 0.32 

Ecc -1.13 -1.46 -1.50 -0.15 -1.22 -1.41 

Notes: 

* : other sources of energy included in the model. 

(1) - This study (elasticities at the means of the exogenous 

variables) 

(2) - Holvorsen (1977) - (eeighted averages of 10 sectors) 

(3) - Pindyck (1979) - ((nrages of 10 countries) 

(4) - Uri (1979) 

(5) - Shin (1981) 

(6) - Fuse (1977) - (elasticities at the means of the exogenous 

variables) 
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Table 16  

Comparison of Global Price Elasticities of Eneralgund 

(1) 

Portugal 

(2) 

U.S. 

(3) 

lntern. 

(4) 

Canada 

Eee -0.86 -0.92 -0.60 -0.74 

Eef -0.49 0.23 -0.10 0.19 

Eec  0.09 0.04 -0.03 0.02 

Efe  -0.50 0.74 -0.31 0.55 

Eff  -0.67 -2.82 -0.50 -1.30 

Efc  -0.09 0.63 0.19 0.23 

4-  rce 0.34 0.07 -0.21 0.05 

Ecf -0.32 0.69 0.22 0.24 

E cc -1.29 -1.52 -1.66 -1.48 

Notes: 

* : other sources of energy included in the mode!. 

(1) - This study (elasticities at the means of the exogenous 

variables) 

(2) - Halvorsen (1977) - (weighted average, of 10 sectors) 

(3) - Pindyck (1979) - (averages of 10 countries) 

(4) - Fuss (1977) - (elasticities nt the means of the exogenous 

variables) 
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of cross price elosticities, •hich •ill depend cruciolly on how 

■any alternative sources of energy are being considered. This said, 

it is nevertheless •orth noting that the cross price elosticities 

beteeen electricity and fuel ail in Portugal are surprisingly lot. 

Rn increase in the price of either of there t•e types of energy 

eill leave the demand for the other virtually constant - if total 

energy input in monufacturing remains constant. This seems to 

indicate that electricity and fuel oil ore used in rother different 

circumstances or applications, and therefore are hardly 

substitutable. 

Rs mentioned above, the mort interesting results are the global 

price elasticities of demand, •hich represent the response in the 

desand for a particulor type of energy •hen prices change, °Mougins 

for a change in the total energy input in manufacturing. These 

global price elasticities obtained in four different studies ore 

presented in Table 16. Unfortunately it is no longer possible to 

compare the estimates for Portugal with those for countries in 

similar level of development. Homever, because Table 16 includes 

the results obtained by Pindyck in a study of ten countries, the 

comparison is bosed on a foirly diversified semple. 

As can be inferred from the previous analysis, this comparison does 

not display any particular surprises. The estimates obtained for 

Portugal are quite compatible with the evidence from other studies. 

The emerging pattern seems to show that the demands for electricity 

and fuel oil are lens elostic thon for cool, olthough, os pointed 

out before, fuel ail is very price responsive in North America. ln 
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ail studies surveyed the demand for cool le vert' elostic. ln the 

case of the other two sources of energy, olthough demand responds 

lens thon proportionately to price increases, the obsolute value of 

the elosticities is large enough to force the rejection of any 

assumption that demand is not price responsive. 

As for cross price elosticities, the only striking recuit is the 

negative sign of the elasticity of the demand for fuel oil 

(electricity) with respect to the price of electricity (fuel oil). 

This resuit ras also found in Pindyck's study, and is o consequence 

of the small - but positive - cross price elasticity in the energy 

submodel, combined with a significant value for the price 

elasticity of the demand for energy in the KLEM Bodel. 

Rdditionally, coal seems to respond more strongly in Portugal thon 

in other countries to changes in the price of oil. This is however 

o consequence of the small shore of coal in energy in Portugal. In 

fut, and referring again to Table 15, a siailar strong cross price 

elasticity is found in Korea, a country uhere cool aise represents 

o small shore of the total. 

Implications for Energy Policy 

The Portuguese government hos been preporing over the loet feu, 

years a National Energy Plan(6). This represents o eubstantial 

effort to unify energy policy, outline available options and pion 

investments associated with the expansion of energy supply. Marty of 
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the studies required by the National Energy Plan Imre undertaken by 

teoms of foreign experts, supported by the United States Department 

of Energy, under a program of assistance in the definition of an 

energy policy for Portugal. The Plan is the first serious effort to 

oddress energy issues coherently and with a sound technical basic, 

provided partly by foreign assistance. 

Preliainary versions of the Plan have been presented in 1982 and 

1984 for public discussion. Although no final approval hos yet been 

gronted, it is possible to summarize tee secs to be the dominant 

lines of government policy os embodied in the National Energy Plan. 

These include: 

- plans to omet o projected ropid increase in energy consumption, 

leading to o substantially higher energeNP ratio in the future; 

the grosth in consumption is projected to be led by the demand 

for energy in sanufacturing; 

- a policy of diversification of energy sources, with a ■ore 

intensive use of cool and the introduction of naturel gos and 

nuclear energy as nes sources; 

- a quite substontiol shore of nuclear poser in the supply of 

electricity. 

As a consequence of this orientation, the Plan predicts o t'erg 

large investment effort in the supply of energy, ehich noturally 

becomes quite capital intensive. 

Although commended by many policy mokers as the first comprehensive 

study of energy policy, the Plan hos also been attacked due to the 

existence of some serious sethodological flous. ln particular, ail 
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projections of energy demond used in the Plan Imre bosed on modela 

where prices play no rote. The growth in the consumption of energy 

folloms GHP growth ond expected changes ln the structure of the 

economy; but, as pointed out elsewhere World Bank, 1984), if 

energy prices were to double, the predicted leuels of consumption 

'muid remain unaltered. 

The assumption of o negligible price elosticity of energy demond 

should be discorded, at least as far as manufacturing energy demond 

goes. According to the recuits of this study, ail forms of energy 

used in Portuguese manufacturing display aignificant price 

elasticities, which in fact full within the values obtoined for 

other countries. Only cool seems to have elastic demand; but both 

fuel oil and electricity disploy sufficient price responsiueness to 

justify the mort serious misgivings with respect to demand 

forecosts bosed on the ossumption that prices do net motter. 

Portuguese energy prices, in particular in the manufacturing sector 

are expected to increase in real terme. R policy of subsidizing 

energy prices - followed over the lest tmelve yeors - hos been 

obandoned. As e consequence, energy in monufacturing will be priced 

occording to long run marginal cost, which avili imply o significont 

increase in real prices. 

It is difficuit to believe, giver the evidence obtoined in this 

study, that energy consumption min continue to grole rapidly, as if 

prices ocre to remain low. Therefore, the current plan to expand 

supply - et great colt 	based on on infloted forecost of energy 

demond growth is likely to create in Portugal the same problems and 
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difficulties that beset the energy industry in other countries: 

ouerc000city and the inubility to pay bock investeents ehich are 

not earronted by deeand groeth(7). 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 

In spite of the encouraging results obtained, this etudy must be 

considered only a first step towards a better understanding of the 

deterainants of energy demond in Portuguese ■anufacturing. In font, 

although the ■ethodology mos sound and boy be considered 

state-of-the-art as far as energy deaond studies go, it is possible 

to envision a series of improvements •hich, •ith a more complete 

data set and a more comprehensive model, Ray fend ta subsequent 

improvements in the quality and richness of the results. 

There are tao basic arecs •here further research may proue 

resarding. The first one consists in maintaining the approach used 

here and the main structure of the Bodel but adding to it some 

refinements shich essentially correspond to an ossumption of o 

somewhat more complex - and more realistic - behavior on the part 

of producers. The second one sound be reloted to on introduction of 

dynamic aspects in the ■odel, corefully distinguishing beteeen 

short and long-tem responses to price changes, sithin the context 

of explicit odjustment costs. 

The arecs shere the mode) assumptions relative to producer behavior 

may be considered too simplistic have ta do with the measurement of 

the costs of tuo factors of production: labor and capital. As 

explained in Appendix 1, the price of labor is represented by an 

index of average cages, ehile for the price of capital a 

traditional index of the user-cost of capital is constructed. Bath 

censures are to o certain extent inappropriate. 
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If the only »usure of the price of lobor is the immediote 

cash-disbursement when labor is utilized, it is implicitly ossumed 

that lobor is o variable factor of production, Mich con be 

discarded at no extra colt when it becomes redundant. In foct, this 

mas not the case ot ail during the souple period covered by this 

study. The termination of a lobor contract mas aleays rather 

difficult, becoming virtually impossible after the change in 

political regime in 1974/75. Thus labor should be treated to 

large degree os a fixed factor of production, which certainly 

changes the way its colt should be measured. At the very least, 

risk premium should be odded to the mage rate to capture the colt 

of having to eaintoin the levet of employment when, given 

unpredictoble changes in demand, some labor becomes redundant. 

Since employment regulations changed considerably in 1974/75, this 

risk premium would normally change os vieil, leading to o perhops 

substantially différent series for the price of labor. The steady 

increase in unemployment in Portugal since 1974, in spite of 

dromatic drops in rept mages, and independently of swings in 

aggregate demand, seems to indicate that Portuguese producers toke 

this risk premium quite seriously and attribute o large - and 

perhops growing - value to it. 

Similarly, the construction of the series for the user-cost of 

capital involved simplifications ehich may have non-negligible 

consequences for energy demand analysis. In foct, it sas ossumed 

that producers hold static expectations with respect to capital 

good prices, which implies that possible capital gains associated 
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with future increases in the price of the stock of capital ore not 

token into account in the measuresent of the user cost of capital. 

This ossumption mas necessary for tua types of reosons: first, 

various attemps made to specify ■ore sophisticoted expectotion 

formation mechanisms led to unacceptable values for the user cost 

of capital series; second, the full integration of the impact of 

inflation on the cost of capital required that at least tua other 

effects be taken into account - the changes in the reol levet of 

taxation of capital und the impact of liquidity constraints. Both 

of these effects are likely to be important in Portugal, given that 

the tax system is very partially indexed and given the existence of 

credit ceilings in nominal terme. Both effects min aiso work to 

offset any réduction in the user cost of capital due to on 

acceleration of inflation, implying that the net effect of ignoring 

inflation is posibly scull. In any case it is not clear 'hot the 

impact of these simplifications is on the computation of the user 

cost of capital and ultimately on the estimation recuits; but in 

future research on this topic it would be very desirable to use 

more comprehensive measure of the cost of capital, bosed on 

botter treatment of the consequences of inflation. 

The other area shere a more sophisticated approach Right yield 

interesting results is the introduction of dynamic aspects in the 

decision moking process of producers. It 'muid be particularly 

appropriate to deal explicitly with odjustment costs, especially 

with respect to changes in the demand for capital and lobor(e). 

Both of these factors - lober for the reasons indicated obove - 
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should be treated as quasi-fixed; and tempororg deviations beteeen 

the desired ond the octual level of these inputs mag be optimal in 

the context of significont odjustment caste. The stotic nature of 

the model used here implies instantaneous ond costless odjustment 

to optimal long term levels. If odjustient caste are important, 

predictions bosed on this Bodel mog be quite inaccurate. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

This paper uses o two stage mode! of factor demond to estimote the 

parameters determining energy demand in Portuguese manufocturing. 

In the first stage, o capital-labor-energy-materials fromework is 

used ta analize the substitutability beteeen energy as o 'holt and 

other factors of production; in the second stage, total energy 

demand is decomposed into oit, cool and electricity demands. The 

two stages are fully integrated rince the energy composite used in 

the first stage and its price are obtained from the second stage 

energy submodel. 

The functional form used in bath ■odels is the tronscendental 

logarithmic cost function. Estimates ore obtained with Fu!! 

Information Maximum Likelihood. The methodoiogy incorporates ail 

the advances introduced in recent studies of energy demand, bath in 

mode! specification and in econometric estimation. 

The rescrits are vert' encouraging. Goodness of fit and statistical 

significance are quite acceptable, given the values usuolly 

obtained in similar studies. The elasticities of substitution as 

well as the price elosticities of demand derived from the estimates 

full within the intervals corresponding to o consensus among 

researchers in this field. In one specific point, the elasticity of 

substitution between aggregate energy and capital, this study finds 

evidence of substitutability - os in other international studies of 

manufocturing energy demand - instead of complementarity - as seems 
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to be the standard result for the cases of the U.S. and Canada. 

The implications of the results are substantiol, As expected, the 

estimates obtoined confira a significont price elosticity of the 

demand for energy, with different values for different energy 

forms. Thus, in Portugal, os in ail the countries for which these 

studies have been undertoken, ail the evidence indicates that 

energy demand in monufocturing responds significantly to price 

changes, given important substitution possibilities omong energy 

forms and between energy and other factors of production. The rote 

of price changes in energy demand forecasting as mell os in energy 

policy in general is clearly established. At o tune when Portugal 

is about to embark on o comprehensive National Energy Plan, this 

point is aorth emphosizing, rince 	it justifies by itself the 

present study. 
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FOOTNOTES 

(1) - The first public version of the National Energy Plan sas 

published in 1982; see D.G.E. (1982). 

(2) - In fact, o recent theorem due to Lou states that o linear-in-

parameters and porsimonious functional for■ for o unit colt 

function connot be simultoneously globally theoretically 

consistent and flexible for ail theoreticolly consistent 

data; see Lou (1985). 

(3) - Although F111L is traditionally used under the ossumption of 

normolity, there are some potentiel problems in the case of 

systems of shore equations. In fect, the implicit distribu-

tion of the error terni in the equation which is not estimated 

•iil not be normal. Furthermore, the normal distribution does 

not rule out the occurrence of very large positive values, 

shich 'muid imply negative disturbances for the non-estimoted 

equotion and perhaps negative shores. 

(4) - Ail the estimations were performed with version 3.5 of TSP, 

on a DEC System 2060. 

(5) - See homo (1962). 
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(6) - See D.G.E. (1982). 

(7) - For o discussion of the dongerous consequences of desand 

forecosting errors in the case of the U.S. electric utility 

industry see Houthokker (1983). 

(8) - For o recent ottempt to introduce explicit odjustment costs 

in the context of o factor decand •odel see Pindyck and 

Roteaberg (1984). 
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OPPENDIN 1,  

OFR CONSTRUCTION 

Table R1.1  

Rctuol Expenditure Shores: KLEI1 Model 

Yeor Expenditure 

(106  Esc.) 

Capital Labor Energy Moterlols 

1960 19183.5 .391327 .134108 .048545 .426090 

1961 20904.7 .388087 .136423 .052728 .422762 

1962 22035.4 .394211 .141350 .052437 .412002 

1963 24349.1 .382443 .141946 .054569 .421042 

1964 26900.0 .383241 .151821 .054896 .410042 

1965 29987.0 .376228 .157385 .055865 .410522 

1966 32478.0 .387833 .170212 .055015 .386940 

1967 33530.4 .398650 .178051 .054736 .368563 

1968 36436.8 .391611 .184835 .056728 .366826 

1969 39723.6 .427299 .189843 .058672 .324166 

1970 42626.6 .408132 .203864 .068916 .319088 

1971 54623.0 .357666 .257691 .055906 .328737 

1972 67642.5 .330437 .275151 .051832 .342580 

1973 86975.8 .327856 .263259 .048554 .360331 

1974 117267.0 .272756 .293300 .045776 .388168 

1975 122258.0 .151999 .380253 .054709 .413039 

1976 151563.0 .151734 .371291 .054119 .422656 

1977 215707.0 .192632 .311179 .053896 .442313 

1978 283013.0 .213469 .277098 .060091 .449342 
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Dota construction; 

The series in Table A1.1 •ere essentiolly obtoined from data 

published in 'Estotisticos Industriaie, (Manufacturing Sector 

Statistics). Rn interteeporally consistent semple of the 

manufacturing sector is considered. It represents 85 to 95I of the 

global semple for •hich published data is ovailoble over the period 

1960-1978. Both total expenditure and expenditure •ith each 

individuel input ore obtained by aggregating entries at 6-digit 

level of diseggregation of the Standard Classification of Economic 

Activities. Careful efforts Imre in order to make each of the 

series defenitionally compatible for the period 1960-1978. 

Total expenditure is not reported and •os obtained from the 

reported information by adding the expenditures in energy and 

materials ta value odded. As to expenditures in individuel inputs, 

those of lober and energy are directly reported. 	Capital 

expenditures •ere computed as a residual in the value added. 

Expenditure in moterials are obtoined from the reported series, by 

netting out the intra-manufacturing flous under the input/output 

expenditure structure for 1959, 1964, 1970, 1974 deveioped by 

Instituto Nacional the Estotistica (National 	Institute of 

Statistics). 



Table R1.2  

Price Indices: KLEM Mode! 

Year Capital Lobar Energy haterials 

1960 .82756 .83817 .99871 .98862 

1961 .88483 .87957 .97493 .98312 

1962 .94249 .93232 1.01366 .97983 

1963 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 

1964 1.03327 1.06253 .97703 1.03902 

1965 1.11404 1.19105 .95242 1.09695 

1966 1.22080 1.30439 .96262 1.23445 

1967 1.38782 1.41717 .98244 1.26067 

1968 1.53364 1.49808 1.02266 1.27008 

1969 1.62268 1.61436 1.01296 1.38282 

1970 1.80398 1.92528 1.01412 1.45319 

1971 2.12539 2.43460 1.04026 1.55261 

1972 2.41155 2.94798 1.02333 1.69302 

1973 2.66610 3.36212 1.04386 1.89458 

1974 3.48765 5.22099 1,28139 2.28197 

1975 4.90469 7.15822 1.67006 2.68206 

1976 6.51514 9.24711 1.97241 3.07546 

1977 10.37210 10.78240 2.53138 3.97177 

1978 16.40500 12.60820 3.16390 4.82657 
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Data sonst ruct i on : 

The price Index of capital Pk 1s obtalned according to Pk■Pi(r+d), 

where Pi is the Divisia price index of investment goods, r 1s the 

interest rote on long run (1 to 7 yeors) credit and d le the 

depreciation rote of capital. 	The Divisio price index of 

inuestment goods oggregates the price series of structures, 

machinery and transportation equipment ispiicit in the gross 

capital formation series published in 'Contas Nacionais' (National 

Rccounts). The quantity meights are the constant price series for 

the three components of gross capital formation, also from 'Contas 

Nocionais'. 	The long run interest rate is administratiuely set. 

The corresponding series mas obtained from 'Diàrio do Governo' 

(Officiai Government Bulletin) as simple annuel average rates. The 

depreciation rote of capital is obtained from the 'Inquéritos 

Industriais' 1958, 1964, 1971 (Census of Manufacturing) os the 

implied rate for the inter-survey period, giuen (m'estiment and 

capital in the survey years. 	For the remaining years, it is 

linear extrapolation. The depreciation rote auerages 7% over the 

period 1960-1978. 

The price index of lober is a Divisia index aggregating the hourly 

average price of production and non-production lober. These are 

obtained from total expenditures and the number of hours of work 

for each of the tue types of labor. Expenditure in both types of 

labor and hours of work by production workers are reported in 

'Estatisticas Industriais'. 	The number of hours of work by 
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non-production •orkers is obtained from the total number of 

non-production •orkers, os reported in 'Estatisticas Industriais', 

under the hipothesis that the average number of hours per morker is 

the some for production and non-production •orkers. 

The energy price index is estimoted according to the unit colt 

function obtained for the energy sub-model. 	It oggregates the 

price indices of electricity, fuel and cool •hich mill be described 

follouing Table A1.4. 

The price index of materials is a Divisia index aggregating the 

implicit output price deflators for ogricultural goods, mining, and 

services, os published in 'Contas Macionaie. The quantity •eights 

ocre obtained from the input/output tables for 1959, 1964, 1970, 

1974. For the remoining years simple interpoloted values are used. 
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Table R1.3  

Rctual Expenditure Shores: Energy Sub-Model 

Year Expenditure 

(103  Esc) 

Electricity Fuel Coal 

1970 2219990 .571693 .204693 .223614 

1971 2791160 .609253 .205454 .185293 

1972 2740960 .612320 .246519 .141160 

1973 3109710 .623463 .246235 .130302 

1974 3928550 .536246 .350634 .113120 

1975 4729210 .485076 .350484 .164440 

1976 6548620 .425906 .434983 .139111 

1977 8733160 .430478 .431104 .138418 

1978 13007900 .452765 .426631 .120604 

1979 17731200 .451182 .440457 .108361 

Data construction: 

The series in Table R1.3 mere constructed from data published by 

'Direceio-Geral de Energie (Department of Energy). Total energy 

expenditure mas obtained from quantity and price series for 

electricity, fuel (which represents an average of 91% of the total 

input of petroleum products) and cool products. It ehould be 

pointed out that total energy expenditures in Tables R1.1 and A1.3 

differ in a sistematic way. 	This is a result of the different 

semples used in each source. 



Tub e_f11.1 

Price 	Indices: Energy Sub-hodel 

Year Electricity Fuel Cool 

1960 1.01739 1.00000 .93817 

1961 .98261 1.00000 .89965 

1962 1.04565 1.00000 .94385 

1963 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 

1964 .95870 1.00000 .98742 

1965 .89348 1.00000 1.05306 

1966 .91739 1.00000 1.03543 

1967 .94130 1.00000 1.08832 

1968 1.05000 1.00000 .98449 

1969 1.04565 .94400 1.06095 

1970 1.06522 .77800 1.45810 

1971 1.07174 .72200 1.92529 

1972 1.07391 .72200 1.71054 

1973 1.07826 .72200 1.92229 

1974 1.07826 1.18900 2.92001 

1975 1.45652 1.44400 3.83219 

1976 1.45652 2.22200 4.18680 

1977 1.87609 2.91100 4.80777 

1978 2.22609 3.81100 6.19495 

1979 2.55653 4.96699 7.44149 
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pato construction: 

Energy prises are odministrotively set. 	The correeponding 

disoggregoted series eere obtoined from 'Diàrio do Governo'. For 

electricity and fuel ordinory indices mers used. The cool price 

index is a Divisio index oggregoting prises of different types of 

coal. The ouantity seights mers obtained from D.G.E. 

A Final Note  

Tao different sources of data are used for the KLEM model and the 

energy sub-model. This however should not create any robiez. ln 

foct, given the brood base of the comptes for the two cases, it is 

fair to assume that both comptes occurotely reflect the 

corocteristics of the uhole population, and are therefore mutually 

compatible. 



APPENOIX  
ESTIMATION RESULTS 

Table R2.1  

Estimoted Shores: Energy Sub-Model 

Yeor Electricity Fuel Cool 

1970 .507231 .337266 .155503 

1971 .536228 .314744 .149029 

1972 .529894 .317339 .152767 

1973 .536860 .313743 .149395 

1974 .476798 .399554 .123647 

1975 .493296 .379602 .127102 

1976 .425732 .460753 .113515 

1977 .416006 .467383 .116611 

1978 .404525 .483863 .111612 

1979 .385843 .507170 .106987 
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Table R2.Z 

Estleated Sharee: KLEI1 Modal 

Year Capital Lobar Energy haterials 

1960 .155298 .217494 .057820 .275768 

1961 .440782 .217494 .057825 .283899 

1962 .427218 .224625 .056586 .291571 

1963 .418681 .231596 .056778 .292945 

1964 .418747 .235970 .057620 .287663 

1965 .412890 .245608 .058461 .283041 

1966 .418003 .243434 .060639 .277924 

1967 .397082 .249857 .060353 .292708 

1968 .379329 .254180 .059560 .306931 

1969 .384345 .254548 .061299 .299808 

1970 .370341 .273126 .060926 .295607 

1971 .347725 .296911 .060084 .295280 

1972 .337096 .313242 .060898 .288764 

1973 .338312 .317649 .062322 .281717 

1974 .316065 .354514 .059322 .270099 

1975 .279954 .371891 .056340 .291815 

1976 .250344 .385681 .054989 .308986 

1977 .216204 .363546 .057140 .363110 

1978 .170211 .349524 .058078 .422187 
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